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Abstract
A Theatrical Mask Acting Workshop (No previous experience necessary - for the actor and non-actor alike. - anyone can participate!) What happens to you when you put on a Mask? This familiar and powerful talisman of Halloween and Theatre holds endless possibilities and can open many doors in your heart and imagination. Does your imagination wake up? Do you feel that sense of play and fantasy we all felt as children? There is creative and transformative power in that place. This is an active on-your-feet creative acting workshop using Theatre Masks. Often surprising, enlightening, revealing and hilarious. Through the use of various forms of Theatrical Masks you will get to play, create and expand your imagination. Develop an awareness of how your body communicates story, and how Masks can liberate your imagination and transform you into unexpected and fascinating characters. Some of the traditional forms of Mask explored as a group will be Metaphysical Mask, Larval Mask and Character Masks.
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